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W

elcome to our catalog of carnival games, concession equipment and banquet
supplies from Party H.Q.. We hope you find this catalog both interesting, exciting, and something that stimulates creativity for YOUR event.
The games contained inside are either, original games purchased from ‘carnies’ or handmade
creations, many based off early 1920-1950’s games. The games have been tested, are great fun
for kids or adults, and are flexible enough to be used in either a fund-raising capacity, or as just
a FUN-raising time.
We trust that the children who use these games will, as we have already seen, be transported
back in time to a former age, where not every game has to be a video one, and that simple
pleasures really are the best.
When selecting games for your event choose a balance between games of skill and games of
chance. We will help you select games to ensure a successful event.
We do our best to keep your costs reasonable but be advised that prices are subject to change
without notice.
Our home based business is growing continually so do not hesitate to ask for something you
need that is not in the catalog. If we don’t have it we will get it or help you find a source for all
of your event needs.
Warm Regards,
Debbie and Ted Wood,
Party H.Q.

(780) 539-0888
Grande Prairie Alberta

Debbie Wood
Make it a Memorable occasion

Party H.Q.
Concession, carnival and banquet rentals.
29-712009 R.R. 54
County of Grande Prairie, Alberta
T8X 4A7

Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888

Phone: 780-539-0888
Cell:780-814-0428
E-mail: rentals@partyhq.ca
Web site: www.partyhq.ca

Concession, carnival, and
banquet rentals.
Serving Grand Prairie Alberta
and area since 2002
Phone: (780) 539-1333
Email: rentals@partyhq.ca
www.partyhq.ca

Our goal is to help you make your event a memorable occasion.
With our selection of fun food machines, carnival games and banquet supplies your next event will
be a great success. Tap into our years of experience to make your planning that much easier!
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Games are available for rent individually
or in a “carnival” group of 8.
8 game carnival
Individual games

$150.00
$25.00

Games of skill require just that, skill to win. How much
skill you “win” is up to you. All of the games provide plenty of flexibility to meet the goals of your event. Playing
these games successfully gives participants a great sense of
accomplishment, participants will also find these games a
challenge and thus will want to play them again and again
to improve on their last attempt.

Chuck-A-Duck is one of our more popular games. It is a
bean bag toss game with the bean bags being green cartoon
type ducks to throw at the target holes. The difficulty
comes in the varying sizes and point scores for the different shapes of holes. The game measures 48” x 48” in size,
and has a footprint of approximately 36” x 48”.
Comes with board and three ducks. Floor game.

Game #1001 A class game of skill
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Yowling Cats: Toss shoes and knock over the
“punk” cats.
Game comes with baby sized shoes to toss at
the fabric cats on the fence structure.
Floor or table game. Approximately 4’ long
and 3’ tall (4’ tall with Bill the Cat addition).

Game #1016 A class game of skill

Toss rings onto authentic carnival Hooplas from the 50’s!
Who-Who-Hoopla: Toss the wooden hoops on to the
prize of your choice. Kids really enjoy this game. They
like to “pick” their prize.
Comes with an owl themed background to lay on the floor.
Place your prizes on the background leaving space in between. Players toss rings until one lands over a prize.
That is the prize they win. This game offers a
Game #1016
lot of flexibility of play
Floor game.

A class game of skill

Another traditional favorite, Ring-A-Ling is a ring
toss game with a twist. Pegs are targets for the 8”
foam rings that players throw for points. The foam
rings give bounce to the game, making the ring
’stick’ a challenge, even for adults. For those who
desire an even *greater* challenge, a solitary peg extends out the top of the board for a bonus ring.
The board itself is 48” x 60”, and has a footprint of approximately 48” x 72”. Floor game.
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888

Game #1008 A class game of skill
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Also known as “Skin the Wire” The Challenger is a coin-operated game (dimes) with an easy
access back panel to reuse the dimes.
Players slide the hoop along the wire without
touching it as far as possible. The wire will forgive an occasional brush, but it is very hard to get
far without setting off the red light and audible
alarm. Not for little children, but those who think
they’re a “Cool Hand Luke” are welcome to try!
Table Game.

Game #1019 B class game of skill

Poppa—Prize is a 4 foot by 8 foot mounted
styrofoam target board for kids to send balloons
into balloon heaven. Two sets of three darts
each are provided. Balloons are attached by
clips to long screws sticking out of the
styrofoam. The doors on the game unfold and
are left open to allow protection for walls behind, and support for the game itself .
Game is 8 feet long, 4 feet high, and each door
Game #1009
is 4 feet long. Floor game.

A class game of skill

What’s a carnival without a good old fashioned
target game? Shoot-a-Hoot gives children
three chances to knock down three extremely
tippy hoots (owls) with Nurf darts. Effective
range on these weapons are about 6-12 feet
(excellent table-top game A solid performer.
Table game.

Game #1010 B class game of skill
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Spin bowling: A vintage game of skill that requires the player spin a top and knock over the tiny bowling pins.
This table top game requires the ability to spin a wooden top.
It is a flat table top game approximately 2x3 feet.

Game #1016 A class game of skill

Ping Pong Plunk: A classic game of skill that requires the player to land the ping pong ball on the
glass cup. Not so hard, maybe, but the cups are resting in rings floating in a pool of water.
Pool is approximately 4 feet across and requires
enough water to float the rings. Comes with 9 ping
pong balls and 24 rings and cups.
Floor game

Game #1016 A class game of skill

Cooperative games are just for fun. They are great
for company picnics, family reunions, weddings
and other gatherings where fun together is the
focus above winning a prize. This area is under
development this year. Ask us what is available.
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Games of chance allow you to control how often
the participants win. You decide the ratio of large
and small prizes, striking a balance between keeping the participants interested and meeting your
fund or fun raising event goals.

Fishin’ Hole is a standard seen at carnivals everywhere. Two fishing rods are provided with extra
long-line. At the end of each line is strong clamp,
that can be used to catch boots, seaweed, or prizes!
The wood and blue fabric free-standing barrier is
8’ by 8’, by 5’ in height. Plenty of room for two
people to sit behind. Easy for anyone to play, and
a particular favorite with younger kids, this game
is always a hit.

Game #1011 A class game of chance

Henny Penny—a fun game for the youngest in the
crowd! Youngsters reach in through the holes under
Henny to pick a plastic egg—each one containing a
prize. They then crack the egg into a small frying pan
to see what they’ve won. Simple, but very fun for the
children!
Floor or table game.

Game # 1020 A class game of chance
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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The spirit of competition is alive and well in the
game of Steeplechase! Up to six children can play
at once as they roll large dice to try to reach the finish line with their wooden horse, first. The horses
are mounted onto a large wooden board, and moved
as each child rolls their die and race to the finish
line. The first child whose rolls total more than 25 Game #1013 A
wins, and other children receive prizes based on
class game of
where their horse finished.

chance

Another game for smaller kids, Gold Mine
is the classic ‘search for gold’ game. Each
child gets a set amount of rice or wheat and
the child digs through the sand to find either
a small gold rock, a large one, or perhaps
nothing at all—depending on how you set
up your games. Gold rocks, wheat/rice, sifting tools, and a rice/wheat containment are
all provided.
Floor game.
Game #1012

A classic game. Roll a balls down the run way
and add up the points. This game includes the
balls, in sets of 3 and the runway. Suggestions
are included for winning possibilities which can
be as simple as odd or even numbers winning.
Table game.

Game #1014 A class game of chance
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888

B class game of chance
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Open Season! combines the thrill of the old-time fishing
pond with the excitement of having to choose an appropriate target! An extremely popular game with younger children, they use “fishing rods” to catch ducks as they float
in a ’pond’. Ducks are captured using a magnet on the
fishing line that has to be brought up underneath washers
attached to the bottom of the ducks. Various coloured
washers indicate the level of prize won by the child.
Comes with pool, ducks, washers,
and fishing rods. (Ducking rods?) Game #1003 A class game of chance

Rock’n Horse: A vintage, antique, table top
game of chance. Add up the numbers where
all the marbles go—see if you win!
Size is approximately 18” x 30”.
Table top game.

Game #1016 A class game of chance

A simple but popular game is the Sucker Tree. This game
is popular with young and old alike. Preparation includes
about 280 suckers which all have a color marked on the
bottom. Depending on which sucker (and color) is chosen,
the children may win an additional prize. This game is
great to use at a large event for fund raising.
The photo to the right shows the tree after about 200 picks
already completed—when fully loaded, the branches underneath are difficult to see. Floor game.

Game #1021 A class game of chance
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Our concession equipment will enhance your event,
be it for fun or fundraising. We look forward to
working with you as you plan your day, making it
successful and profitable.
Our polices:




All equipment is to be returned cleaned. Everything can be
cleaned with mild soap and water. Dirty equipment will
incur a $25.00 cleaning charge per machine. On the cotton
candy machine clean only the bowl, mesh and clear hood.
Unopened supplies can be returned. You will only be
charged for what you opened or used.

Rental Fees
1 day machine rental $65.00
(24 hour period)

3 day rental
Each additional day
Cups (paper cone)
Flower cups
Flavour Syrup
Party Package

$170.00
$30.00
$12.00 / 100
$10.00 / 20
$5.00 per 1 liter jug
$75.00 (machine, 20 flower cups, straws and 2 jugs of syrup.)

New for 2016!
These plastic flat bottom cups can be set
down allowing more time to enjoy the
Snow Kone.
Sold in packages of 20 in various colours.

Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888

Plan on 3 liters of syrup for 100 cups. You
provide the cubed ice. Each bag makes about
10 cones.
Flavors available: Strawberry (red), raspberry
(blue), lemon (yellow), apple (green) and
orange (orange).
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Rental Fees
1 day machine rental $65.00
(24 hour period)

3 day rental
Each additional day
Cotton candy bags
Cones
Candy floss sugar
Party Package

$170.00
$30.00
$20.00 / 100
$10.00 / 100
$10.00 per 2 liter. Jug
$75.00 (machine, 25 each cones and bags, 1 jug of Flossine)

Each jug makes approx. 75-100 servings of candy floss
Flavors available: cherry (pink), raspberry (blue) and grape (purple), cream
soda (pink) and lime (light green).

Rental Fees
1 day machine rental $50.00
3 days machine rental $125.00
Each additional day $25.00
Bags
$6.00/ 50 bags
Ingredient Packs
$3.00 each
(Theatre style—includes kernels, oil, and flavoring
—makes 10 bags)

Candy Glaze

$10.00 each

(Makes candy coated popcorn right in the popper.
Flavors: Cherry, caramel and chocolate.
This product also works in crank style home poppers.)

Theater Spice

$4.00 bottle

(The flavoring to add to your own popcorn and oil to give that “theater” taste.)

Party Package

$65.00

(1 pkg. of bags, 1 carton of candy glaze & a bottle of theater spice.)

Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Rental Fees
1 day machine rental $50.00
(24 hour period)

3 days machine rental $125.00
Each additional day $25.00
Can cook between 70 and 80 hot dogs
and 36 buns at once. Easy to use, and
can keep your hot dogs hot without burning or drying out.
Uses distilled (bottled or non-tap) water for steam. Ready to serve dozens of hot dogs from frozen in about 60 minutes, refills cook in about 15
minutes.

Rental Fees
1 day cover rental

$1.50 each

Minimum 20 covers

Our chair covers are made of stretch
fabric allowing for a clean fit over a
variety of chairs.

Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888
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Rental Fees
1 day dish rental $20.00
(Includes 2 inserts)

Rental Fees
1 day coffee machine rental $25.00
(108 cup machine)
Contact Information:

Party H.Q.
29-712009 R.R. 54
County of Grande Prairie
Alberta, T8X 4A7
Ted and Debbie Wood, prop.

Ph: (780) 539-0888
Web site:
www.partyhq.ca
Party H.Q. (780) 539-0888

1 day punch dispenser
rental $10.00
(approximately 10 litres)
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